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In this paper we describe a language in which the statements of algebraic 
geometry can readily be cxpresscd and for which Lefschetz’s principle can 
be proved. We describe the language in detail and prove the mctamathematical 
results in Section 1. The results of Section 1 are applied to algebraic geometry 
in Section 2. In Section 3 WC make some brief historical remarks. We wish 
to express our appreciation to Professor Abraham Robinson for many 
interesting discussions during the course of this work. 
What WC call Lcfschetz’s principle’ has been stated by Weil as follows 
([II], p. 306): “f or a g ivcn value of the characteristicp, every result, involving 
only a finite number of points and of varieties, which has been proved for 
some choice of the universal domain remains valid without restriction; 
there is but one algebraic geometry of characteristic p for each value of p, 
not one algebraic geometry for each choice of the universal domain.” Weil 
says that a formal proof of this principle would require “a formal ‘metamathe- 
matical’ characterization of the type of proposition” to which it applies; 
“this would have to depend upon the ‘metamathematical’ i.e. logical analysis 
of all our definitions.” 
In this paper we attempt to carry out this program. Thus in contrast 
to previous metamathcmatical formulations of the Lefschetz principle which 
arose from general logical considerations (see Section 3) our starting point 
has been an analysis of the definitions of algebraic geometry. The result 
is a language which from the logical point of view is somewhat complex 
(it is a higher-order, infinitary language), but which is closely akin to the 
natural language of algebraic geometry. Thus, for example, in models of 
the language, variables standing for ideals range over sets of polynomials, 
and variables standing for varieties in affine n-space range over sets of n-tuples. 
* This research was partially supported by Grant NSF-GP-8625. 
‘See Section 3.5. 
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Briefly and informally the language may be described as follows. We 
allow variables of different types to range over: 
integers, 
field elements of a universal domain U, 
n-tuples from U (for any n), 
subfields of ti finitely generated over the prime field, 
algebraic closures of finitely generated subficlds of U, 
polynomials in U[X, ... X,] (for any n), 
polynomial ideals, 
affine and abstract varieties, 
cycles, 
and so forth. Our formulas are those that can be built up from E (set 
membership) and the ring operations, using finite strings of quantifiers 
over the above classes, negation, and countable conjunctions and disjunctions 
of formulas. Thus, for example, Weil’s example ([II], p. 307) of an application 
of Lefschetz’s principle may be expressed in this language. On the other 
hand, a more precise description of the language shows that the sentence 
“all affine varieties are countable”-which is true in some universal domains 
but not in others-is not “strictly in the language” (see Sections 1.2 and 2.4). 
The key metamathematical result is Lemma D of Section 1. This allows 
us to enlarge the set of statements to which Lefschetz’s principle applies 
by allowing quantifiers to range over a new set, the objects of which are 
determined individually by a finite number of previously defined objects. 
For example, we can extend from the set of statements which mention only 
elements and polynomials to the set of statements which mention ideals, 
since every ideal is determined by a finite number of polynomials. In this 
way our language is open-ended so that as new concepts are introduced 
into the theory of algebraic geometry one need only check to see if Lemma D 
applies to set that Lefschetz’s principle still holds. 
Finally, we mention that the results of Section 1 also have applications 
to the theory of torsion groups. WC hope to make this the subject of a future 
study. 
1. A METAMATIIEMATKX TRANSFER PRIXCIPLE 
1 .l. The language L which we describe here has different kinds of 
variables ranging over different kinds of objects. We distinguish between 
the different kinds of variables by labeling them with type symbols. These 
are defined as follows. 
Let S be a finite or countable set of objects, called sorts. The set of type 
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symbols is the smallest set containing all the members of S and closed 
under (l)-(3). 
(1) If T and u are t.ype symbols, so is (T, u). 
(2) If 7 is a type symbol, so is +. 
(3) If 7 is a type symbol, so is (7). 
We introduce the following abbreviations: 
(7) for 7 
(71 --* %+I) for ((71 “’ Tn>, %+I) 
TIL for (T “’ T) (n time) 
(71 ‘** Tn) for ((71 “’ 7,)) 
The language L has the following features. For all type symbols 7, u we 
have: 
(1) variables v,r, v,r *** of type 7, 
(2) constant symbols Cir, C,r *** of type 7, 
(3) a binary relation symbol E,(*, e), and 
(4) a ternary relation symbol P,,(*, -, *). 
The constants and variables of L are called terms. Atomic formulas are 
formulas of the following forms: 
tl = t, for all terms tl and t, , 
E,(tl , tz) if t, and t, are terms of type 7 and (T), respectively, 
p,,,(t, , t, , 2,) if t, , t, and t3 are terms of types 7, u and (7, u), respec- 
tively. 
We write E7(tl , tz) as t, E t, and P,,(t, , t, , t3) as is = (t, , t2) if no 
confusion is possible. Thus, we are thinking of the objects of type (T) as 
being sets of objects of type 7, and the objects of type (T, u) as ordered 
pairs (x, y) where x and y are objects of types 7 and u respectively. Objects 
of type Tw are finite sequences of objects of type 7. 
The formulas of L are built up from atomic formulas as follows. 
(1) If A and B are formulas, so are 
(A A B) (“A and B”), 
(A v 9 (“A or B”), 
(A + B) (“if A then B”), and 
(14 (“not A”), 
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(2) If A is a formula and x is a variable, then the following are formulas: 
3xA, 
VxA. 
(3) If A, is a formula for each natural number n > 1, and if the set 
of all variables occurring free in any of A, , A, ,... is finite, then the following 
are formulas of L: 
v,An (“for some n, A,“), 
A7lfL (“for all 71, A,“). 
1.2. A structure or interpretation for the language L assigns nonempty 
sets MT to each type symbol T and elements of M7 to constant symbols 
of type 7. The variables of type 7 range over the elements of M, . To make 
this precise, a structure for L is an ordered pair (M, f) where M is a function 
on the set of type symbols satisfying (l)-(4) below (where we write ~52~ 
for M(T)), and f is a function whose domain is some set of constant symbols 
and such that if f(C) is defined, then f(C) E MT . 
(1) M,9 is a nonempty set for each s E S. 
(2) :%I,,,,, =: M, x M,, . 
(3) Me = (Jz.., M,,, = the set of finite sequences of elements of MT . 
(4) MC;, is a non-empty set of subsets of M, . 
We write M for the pair (Mf) and CM for f(C) if f(C) is defined. 
A formula A of L is dcjimd in $2 if CM is defined for each constant symbol C 
in A. The symbol == is interpreted by the equality relation; t, E, t, means 
that t, is an element of t, ; and P7,,(tI , t a, t,) means that t, is the ordered 
pair (tI , t2). W’ith these explanations, it should be clear what we mean by 
saying that objects n, *.. a, in M (i.e., in (J, MT) satisfy a formula A(x, *.. x,J 
in M, which we write as 
M k= A[ul 0.. u,J. 
The USC of this notation presupposes that A is defined in M and that ai E MT{ 
where ri is the type of the variable xi . If A has no free variables, we write 
M i= A, 
to indicate that A is true in M. 
1.3. Let S, = {(si ***s,) : n > 1 and each si E S> u (SW : s E S>, and let 
S, == S, u ((7) : 7 E S,}. A formula whose variables (free and bound) are 
all of types 7 E S, and whose constants are all of types T E Sa are called 
first order fmmulas. A quantifier Vx or 3x occurring in a formula is a jirst 
order quanti)%r if x is of type r for some 7 E S, . 
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A quantifier occurring in a formula A in one of the forms 
3x[x E t A -] Vx[x E t -+ -1, 
(where, of cause, t is a term of type (T), 7 being the type of the variable X) 
is called a bounded qua&/&r, and is often written 
3x E t[--1 vx E t[-1, 
respectively. A restricted formula is a formula in which all quantifiers are 
either first order or bounded. 
Let M and N be structures, %’ a set of constants defined in each. We 
say that M and N agree on %? if 
(1) iW, = -Vs for all s E S. 
(2) CM = c” for all C E $9. 
LEMMA A. Let A(x, .-- x,,) be a restricted formula and let 32 and N be 
structures which agree on the constants of A(r, me* x,). IJOY any al ... a, in 
both M and :V, 
Iid + A[a, *** a,] ifl X i = A[a, -** an]. 
Proof. Notice that since M, = N, for all s E S, it is also true that 
M, = N, for all 7 ES, . The proof now proceeds by induction on the 
complexity of formulas and is routine. 
A theory is a countable set T of sentences of L. A constant symbol C 
is a constant of T if C occurs in some A E T. A formula B is in the language 
of T if every constant of B is a constant of IT. A more important notion 
for us is given by: 
DEFINITION. Let T bc a theory. A formula B is strictly in the language 
of 7’ if B is a restricted formula in the language of T. 
A model for a theory 1’ is a structure M such that every sentence of 7 
is true in &I. A sentence B in the language of T is a logical consequence 
of T (written T k B) if B is true in every model of T. 
DEFINITION. Let T,, , Tl be theories with T,, C Tl . 
(I) A constant C of 7; is 7’,,!7\ absolute if for any two models M and N 
of Tl which agree on the constants of 7’0, 
(-yz-y 
(2) Tl is an absolute extension of TO , T,, C, I; , if every constant C 
of 7-r is T&T,, absolute. 
Thus TO C, Tl iff any two models of T, which agree on the constants of T,, 
also agree on the constants of Tl . From this description it is clear that C, 
is a transitive relation between theories. 
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Let M and N be structures such that the same constants 0 with T E S, 
are defined in each. Let (6’ be the set of these constants and write %’ = %‘I v %‘z 
where %Ys, is the set of constants in V of type 7 for some T E S, and %‘a is 
the set of constants %’ of type (T) for some T E S, . Suppose that $J is a 
one-one map of USGS M, onto USES :Vs such that A!!, is mapped onto N, 
for each s E S. We can extend # to a one-one map $ of MT onto IV, for each 
7 E S, in the obvious coordinate-wise fashion. +J is a first order isomorpi~ism 
of M and ?J if the following hold: 
(I) for all C E %I J;(Cr”) = c” 
(2) for all C E V, of type (T) and all x E 3/l, , x E CM iff ~(~) E c”. 
Two structures M and :V are first mder isomorphic if there is a first order 
isomorphism between M and M. 
A jrst order theory is a countable set of first order sentences. Let T be 
a first order theory and let nt be an infinite cardinal. We say that II‘ is 
nt-categorical if 1’ has a model of power tn and any two models of 1’ of 
power m are first order isomorphic, where the power of a structure A/Z is 
by definition the cardinality of UnGS ill, . 
THEOREM. Let To be a first order theory which is m-categorical for some 
infinite ~~rd~~l m, and let T be an absolute exte~~on of T, . Then any sentence 
strictly in the l~~uage of T is true in same model of T of power > III if and 
only if it is true in all models of T of pozwr 2 tn. 
COROLLARY. Let TO, T and m be CIS above. If m = X, and if T has o?lly 
in.nite models (i.e., models of power 2 8,) then for any sentence A strictly 
inthelanguageofT,T+AorT/=~A. 
The theorem follows routinely from the above lemma, definitions and 
the following Downward Lowenheim-Skolem Theorem for L: 
Lemlrt B. Let M be a structure of power nt > n 3 N, and let T be a 
countable set of sentences of L which are true in M. There is a model X of T 
of power n. 
Proof. It is a simple matter to axiomatize our notion of structure within 
the language L,,+, by a countable set of sentences in such a way that the 
above follows from the corresponding theorem for L,+, . (See Scott [7’J. 
EXAlm1.E. For a simple application of the above theorem, let TO be the 
theory of torsion-free divisible abelian groups and let T be any absolute 
extension of T,, . Since TO is K,-categorical, any sentence strictly in the 
language of 7’ which holds in one uncountable model of T will hold in all 
uncountable models of II’. (See end of Section 1.4 for example of such a T). 
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1.4. In order to apply the Theorem of I .3 one needs tools for showing 
that one theory is an absolute extension of another theory. The remainder 
of Section 1 is devoted to developing such tools. 
LEMMA c. Let To, T be theories, T,, c T, and let C be a constant of T. 
Let D and D, be constants of TO of types (7) and (TJ respectively. If any of 
the following hold, then C is TIT,, absolute. 
(a) C i-~ of type (T, 7J and 
T k “C is the Cartesian product D x D1” 
(b) C is of type (7”) and 
T /= “C is the Cartesian power D*” 
(c) C is of type (7”) and 
T k “C is the set of finite sequences of elements of D” 
(d) C is of type (7) and 
T + “C is the set of x7 ED szzlz that Q(x’)” 
where 8(x7) is a formula strictly in the language of T,, with only x7 free. 
A measure of the complexity of a type r is the number n(T) of times the 
final clause ((3) in the definition of type symbol) is used in its construction 
from sorts. Notice that in the above lemma, if u, q , ~a are the types of 
C, D, D, respectively, then n(u) = max(n(a,), n(u,)) in (a) and n(o) ::= n(q) 
in (b)-(d). That is, we have not increased the complexity of types essentially. 
This is what makes the lemma trivial. 
LEMMA C (cont.). Let 7; _C T be theories, C a constant of T of type (T). 
If any of the following hold, then C is T/T,, absolute: 
(e) there are constants D, for n > 1 of T,, of type (T) such that 
T :i= “C = fi D,” 
n--1 
T /= “C is the set of x7 such that Q(x’)” 
where Q(xr) is a formula strictly in the language of T with only XT free. 
(g) there is a constant D of T,, of type (7, u) such that 
T /= “C is the projection of D on the jirst factor”. 
We leave it to the reader to write the expressions in quotes in the lan- 
guage L, remarking only that an infinite disjunction is required in (c) and (e). 
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An exten.&naEity formula is a formula Q(X, yr **a y,) of the form 
trz[ZEXt, ~“ED ~Q’(s,yr*.*y,J] 
where z, X, and D are of types T, (T), and (T), respectively. Note that if 
Q’ is a restricted formula then Q is equivalent to a restricted formula, so 
that Lemma A applies to Q. 
DEFINTION. A constant C of T of type ((T)) is $nitefy determined in T 
if there are formulas PI .-- P, e-1, 0, 1.. Qn .** strictly in the language of 2’ 
and constants D, *es D, .‘* of T such that each Qi is an extensionality formula 
and 7’ j= A A B where A and 3 are the sentences: 
respectively. The constant C is said to be finitely determined in T in terms 
of the constants D, 1.. D,‘ .*. and the constants in the various Pi and pi. 
The sentence B is sometimes referred to as “the set existence axiom corre- 
sponding to A.” 
In the above definition we have tried to formulate the most useful (not 
the most elegant) notion, the notion which appears again and again in actual 
practice. To give a simple example, suppose that we have a constant C 
(of type (7)) in a theory T, and we want to introduce a new constant F 
(of type ((7))) denoting the set of all finite subsets of C. Let 2” be TO plus 
the new axioms: 
‘dX’7’[X~FttV,,3y,~C...3y,fC’tlx’[x~Xt-,a=y,v...v35-y,]] 
A,vy,EC . ..vy’y.EC3X(‘)v~T[z~~X+-,z =y1 v *.* v z ->$J, 
Then F is finitely determined in T in terms of C. The extensionality formula 
Q&T Yl -1. y,,) demanded by the above definition is 
V.z’[Z E x t> ZEC A (z ==yl v -*a v z =yJ] 
and ~‘4~~ - YJ is some trivially valid formula like yr = yr . 
LEMMA D. Let TO and 1’ be theories, To C T, and let C be a cwlstant 
of type ((7)) which is $nitely determined in T in terms of constrmts from To . 
Then C is T/T, absolute. 
Proof. Let M and M be models of T which agree on the constants of To . 
We wish to show that CM = CN. To this end, let PI *.-, 0, *a., D1 *es be as 
in the definition of “finitely determined” and let XECM. We wish to show 
that X E CN. Yiow for some n > 1 there are yr E Div *** y% E DnM such that 
Pn(Y1 + ** Y,J and Q&K YI .** y,J hold in M. But then yr ED,~ ***y% E D-N 
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and Z’n(yl *** y,J holds in N by Lemma A, so there is an X’ E C” such that 
Qn(X’,yr ***y,J holds in hT. Now Q,, has the form 
W[.ZEX<+ZEE ~Q~‘(s,yr . ..yJ] 
so both X and X’ are subsets of E” == EN and so they are equal since Qn’ 
is strictly in the language of TO. Thus XEW and CM CCN. Similarly, 
Cv CC” and hence CM -z Cv. 
When 7 = (or ,..., T,J and R is a constant of type r, we call R an m-ary 
relation symbol and write R(x, ,..., x,,J for 
W[Y = <xl ,...> xm) A Y ERI, 
where (3 =; (71 ,..., TV); so r = (cr). Note that quantifiers in the form 
3x1 .** xJR(x1 .*- x,) A *-I, 
or 
VXl *** x*m[R(x, --* x,) -* *-I, 
are equivalent to bounded quantifiers, if we introduce constants R, ,..., R, 
for the projections of R on each of the factors. 
DEFINITION. R is finitely-determined as an m-ary relation in T if some rj 
-say j = 1, for simplicity-is of the form (II) and 
(a) T t Vx, ... Vx,[R(x, ,..., x,) t) [x2 EC, A *** A x, EC,,, 
A v, 3y1 E D, --* 3yn ~Dn(P,,(xe ,... , xm ,yl ,...,m) 
A Q&l ,-.., x.m 9 YI ,.a., m>>ll 
(b) Tk /\nVy7’Y1~D1...Vy~~DnV~2~C2...V~m~Cnr 
[I’,& ,..., xm , ~1 ,..., m> - %Q&, ,..., r,z)l 
where the formulas Pi and Qi are strictly in the language of 7’ and each Qi 
is an extensionality formula of the form 
b+‘[.z E xl +-+ z E E A c’(z, x2 ,..., yn)]. 
R is said to be finitely-determined as an m-ary relation in T in terms of 
the constants C, ,..., C, , D, , D, ,... and the constants in the various Pi 
and Qi . 
COROLLARY. Let TO c T, T = (TV ,..., T,,J and let W be jnitely determined 
as an m-ary relation in T in terms of constants from T,, . Th R (as a constant 
of type r) is T/TO absolute. 
Note that by Lemma C(g), the constant R, denoting the projection of R 
on the first factor is T/T,, absolute. 
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EXA~MPLE (concluded). Let TO be the theory of torsion-free divisible 
abelian groups. Then there is an absolute extension T of T, with a constant C 
denoting the set C of all finitely generated subgroups and a binary relation R 
such that R(G, , G,) if and only if G, is the divisible closure of Gr E C. 
As we remarked before, the same sentences strictly in the language of T 
hold in every uncountable model of T. The restriction to uncountable 
models is essential; indeed, the sentence 
3G, , GIXG, > GJ * Wx E W 
is true in some countable models of T but false in other countable models 
and in all uncountable models. 
2. THE LEFSC~ PRINCIPLE IN ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRV 
2.1. In this section we apply the preceding formalism to algebraic 
geometry. To begin, we fix p = zero or a prime. We shall define a first order 
theory To = l(o.p which is &,-categorical and such that the models M(U) 
of To are in one-one correspondence with the universal domains U of 
characteristic p (i.e. U is an algebraically closed field of infinite transcendence 
degree over the prime field of characteristic p). T,, will be such that 
uses M(U), =: z u iJ u un>l cqx; **. X,J where 2 is the set of integers. 
We shall then demonstrate how some of the most fundamental concepts 
of algebraic geometry may be defined in an absolute extension of To ; e.g. 
there is a theory 1’1 TO and a T/T,, absolute constant C of T such that 
c”(U) :-= set of polynomial ideals over Il’ (or: c;M’u) - set of affine varieties 
C tin. or* C”tU) = set of abstract varieties defined over 6’; etc.) An exhaustive - >. 
description of the language of algebraic geometry would require, as Weil 
says, “a logical analysis of all . . . definitions, one by one,” but the examples 
WC give, besides defining a “core” theory of algebraic geometry, should 
make clear how the lemmas of the previous section may be applied to extend 
the theory. 
By the Corollary to the Theorem of Section 1.3 any theorem of algebraic 
geometry which may be formulated strictly in the language of an absoIute 
extension of To is true in one universal domain of characteristic p if and 
only if it is true in all. By the remarks above this includes all statements 
built from the atomic formulas of T,, and allowing quantifiers like “for all 
polynomial ideals” (or: “for all affine varieties”, or: “for all abstract 
varieties.“) 
2.2. The language L of T,, will have two sorts: let S = {s, t}. Denote 
variables of type s by Y, p, or , p1 ,... (in models of To they will range over 
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the integers 0, fl, &2 ,...) and denote variables of type t by a, b, c, x, y, z, 
f, g, A,... (ranging over field elements and polynomials). The following are 
constants of T,, : 
type s: n for every integer n; 
type t: 6 I X1, Xs, X, ,... 
type (s): N, 2 
type (t): k, U, U[x,], U[X,X,] a*- Up, **. XJ e-m 
type (s, s, s): S’, P’ 
type (t, t, t): S, P 
The axioms of T,, consist of the following sentences 
(1) Vv(v = 0 v V,,,(Y = n) v Vaal(v = n)) 
Vv(v E Z) 
Vv(v EN +-+ V&v = n)) 
For any integers n, rn, /zl , k, where k, = n + m and k, = nm 
(2) Vv[S’(n, m, v) ts v = kJ 
Vv[P’(n, m, v) +s v = k2]. 
(3) Sentences which state that S and P define addition and multiplica- 
tion on U, making U into an algebraically closed field of characteristic p, 
with additive identity 6 and multiplicative identity 1. 
(We write x = x + y as an abbreviation for 3u;b = (x, y, x) A w E S]. 
Similarly we define the abbreviations .z = AJJ, z = -x, z = x-l, 
2 = x1 + x2 $ -0. J- x, , z = n * x, x = xn etc.) If p -f 0, 
(4) Vx{xEkt,[(x=~)v(x=2.~)v...v(x=p.f)) 
Ifp =o, 
(4) Vx{x E k q--f 3~ 3z[ V, y = n * 1) 
rz (V, z = n * 1) h (2% = y v zx = -y)J} 
(i.e. k is the prime field of characteristic p). 
(5) An 3x1 ... 3x,[A, “X1 a-* xfl do not satisfy any relation of degree m 
over ,,‘I 
(The expression in quotation marks is expressible as a finite sentence. 
(5) says that U is of infinite transcendence degree over the prime field.) 
(6) Vx(x E U -+ x E U&j). 
For each n > 1: 
(7) ‘dff E v31 *-- XL1 -+fe WI -** X+11) 
JLEUI?Ll *-x&l 
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“II& ..* XJ is an integral domain with operations of addition and 
multiplication defined by S and P respectively.” (As above we use the 
abbreviations f = g + h, f = gh etc.) 
(8) Vf{f E UPC,] i-k [V, 3a, -.a a, E U(f = a,, -)- alX, ‘- *a. + u,X,~)J} 
A,vfvgvu,~~~a,,b,~~~b,~U{[(f= a, + a*. -ta.lXl") 
A (g = b, + .** + ll,x,y A (f = g)] 
--+ [U, = 6, A a, = b, A -*- A U, = b,]) 
(Vy,, ..* yrn E D is an abbreviation for Vy,, E D .-* Vy,,, E D). 
(9) Sentences analogous to (8) for each UpI e-0 X,], n 3 2 (i.e. 
which say: X, ,..., X, are algebraically independent over U and generate 
Wl .*. J&J). 
(10) vft V?zf~W, *** Xnl 
(i.e. the variables of type t are precisely the polynomials over U). 
It is clear that TO is NO-categorical because any two universal domains 
of characteristic p and of the same cardinality are isomorphic. 
2.3. Sow we will apply the Lemmas of Section 1.4 to construct absolute 
extensions of ‘r, . First we add constants k, of type (t”) for each n 3 1 
and the scntcnce 
(11) “k, is the Cartesian product U”.” 
Also we add a constant A of type (1”) and the sentence 
(12) “A is the set of finite sequences of elements of U.” By Lemma 
C(b) and (c) the new theory is an absolute extension of TO . 
Using Lemma C(f) we can further adjoin the constants Deg of type (t, S) 
and Eval, of type (t, tn, t) for each n 3 1, and the sentences 
(13) ~flf'dvPJdf9 )v <+ V,(v = n A ‘tf is of total degree n”)] 
Vff'd% a*. 3c, WEd(f, x1 ,..., x, , y) 
t+ VEU[Xl ..‘~]A(nl~==,xiEU)A(yEU) 
A “f(X1 ,..., X,) = J"'] 
(The expressions in quotation marks stand for formulas strictly in the 
language of T,,). Let Ti be the collection of sentences (l)-(13); so 7’,, c, ?‘r . 
We now extend 1; by adding some finitely determined constants. 
Polynomial Ideals. Adjoin constants Id and Id, (for each n > 1) and 
Pr of type ((t)) and sentences: 
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(14) (a) W){l E Id, t--) V, 3fi a** fm E U[X, ... X,J VJg E I 
t~gEUpcl -*xJ 
A 32, *** h, E up, *.- xLl(g = gJA)l} 
(b) The set existence axiom corresponding to (a) (see Section 1.4). 
(15) “Id is the union Unal Id,” 
(16) VZ(t){lEPrtkIEId A b”,g[fgEI-+fElvgEIj>. 
Thus Id, is the set of ideals of U[x, ..* X,J, Id is the set of all polynomial 
ideals, and Pr is the set of all prime polynomial ideals. For each n > 1, 
Id, is finitely determined in Y, in terms of U[x, e.0 X,]. So by Lemma D 
and Lemma C(c) and (d), the theory T, = {(1)-(16)} is an absolute extension 
of TI . 
/Ifine Varieties. Let T, = T2 plus the following sentences, where AHn 
is a constant of type ((2”)) f or each ti > 1, and Aff is a constant of type ((PI)). 
(17) (a) VV(t”‘{yE.4ff,t,31EId,[~lPr A Vxl ***xn[(xl ***.z,)E V 
* Vf E I(f &I -** x*) = 6)]]> 
(b) The set existence axiom corresponding to (a). 
(IS) “Aff = Unal Aff,,” 
So Aff;, = set of affine varieties in n-space and Aff = set of all atline varieties. 
By Lemma D and a variation of Lemma C(c), T, C, T, . 
Finitely-generated Subjields: There is an absolute extension Td of I’, 
with new constants F and F’ of type ((t)) finitely determined in T, in terms 
of k, U, Eval,, etc. and denoting, respectively, the set of subfields of U 
which arc finitely generated over the prime field k, and the set of subfields 
which are the algebraic closures of fields in F. The reader may supply the 
axioms. 
Zariski Topology: Let T5 = Td plus the following sentences, where 
7 = (/to) and %a is a binary relation of type (7, 7). 
(19) (a) VX7Vb’T{Za(X, V)tt I/EMT A Vn3WIT~~* Wn7~Aff V,Z[ZEX 
++ a E (n;:., v - WJ]} 
(b) Ant/z/, W, *.. w, 3x Vz[z E x t-b z E (&I v - W,)]. 
Thus Za(x, I’) e x’ is a Zariski open subset of the atline variety V. By 
the Corollary to Lemma D, T4 cl, Ts . 
There are formulas strictly in the language of Tj which say the following: 
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(4 “1 - fl n A” V, h , .I2 E 14 
(b) “Y = WI x W,,’ (V, WI, w;~Aff) 
(c) “W is a subvariety of 17” (V, WE Aff) 
(d) ‘~EF[X~ ,..., X,]” (f~ U& e.1 X,J; I; E F or F’) 
(e) “F is a field of definition for t“’ (V E Aff; FE F or F’) 
(f) ‘p is a generic point of V over F” (p E A; V E AfF,F E F or F’) 
(g) “K is the function field of V over F” (Y E Aff; K, F E F) 
(h) “p is a nonsingular point of Y” (p E A; t’ E Aff) 
(i) “dimension of V = Y” (V c; N; V E Aff) 
It is easy to write down the appropriate formulas because the usual 
definitions may be translated in a natural way into the language of ‘I:, ; 
e.g. for 71 -= 1 (d) is written: 
vm 3U” .-. a,, EF[~ = a, -j- a,X, + e.. -:- anrXlm] 
So we may, by Lemma C(d), adjoin relations dcfincd by the formulas (a)-(i) 
in an absolute extension T, of T5. 
Birationat 34aps: By now it should be clear that we can construct an 
absolute extension T, of T, with the following new constants and relations 
(see [II]; Chap. VII, Section 2) 
Bir($, V, W): “+ is a birational mapping of Y into W”’ 
[V, WE A@ ~4 of type (t”‘)] 
Comp(& , I& , $~a): “& , Jle, 4s arc birational maps and $I 0 & = &” 
Coh(#, I/, W): “Bir(#, V, W) and II, is coherent” [II; p. 1781 
Of course we could define more general mappings, but this is sufficient to 
conclude our chain of absolute extensions of 2; with one of the most 
fundamental notions of Weil’s formulation of algebraic geometry. 
Abstract Varieties: Define T, by adding one new constant Abs of type 
((t@)3) and th e o f 11 ovsing additional sentences to T1 : 
(a} VX(XfAbs+* V,iiff,-** v%~Aff 
wn ,‘.V $ij I** #an Al<i,jfn Coh(qlr,j > vi 7 vi) 
AA 1G o‘.j,kgn Comp(%if , %ik ,44 A Wb E X 
4--f v l<i.l<t~(~ wz<%ij I G Y r’i>)l) 
(b) The set existence axiom corresponding to (a). 
Thus Abs is the set of abstract varieties. We could now define relations 
on abstract varieties using the previously defined relations on affine varieties 
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(cf. [ZZ]; pp. 185fj). But at this point it should be clear that a large part 
of algebraic geometry can already be formulated strictly in the language 
of T, ; moreover it should be clear how the Lemmas of the previous section 
may be used to extend T8 to other concepts. For example, chains, cycles 
and divisors can readily bc incorporated into our language. (For this purpose 
we have included the integers in our language). The Lefschetz principle 
is therefore proved for any sentence strictly in the language of T8 or of 
some absolute extension of T, . 
2.4. We conclude with a simple example of a sentence which is in the 
language of 7’8 and which is true in some but not all models of T8. “All affine 
varieties are countable” may be written as follows (where u = (s, P)) 
VP’ E Aff $P[# : 2 ---f V A "f is 1 - 1 and onto”] (*:> 
The formula in quotation marks is clearly first order. The sentence (*) is 
true in some models of 7; and not in others. This is not a contradiction 
of the Corollary of Section 1.3 because (*) as written is not stricdy in the 
language of TN : the quantifier “,I/” is not bounded. 
3. I-IISTORICAL REmKs 
We list below (3.1-3.4) a number of results in the literature which may 
be viewed as metamathematical versions of Lefschetz’s principle. These 
results have in common the fact that they deal only with statements in 
the theory of fields i.c. statements formulated in terms of field addition 
and multiplication. From the working algebraic geometric point of view this 
is a severe limitation, since it is very difficult, and frequently impossible, 
to translate a theorem of algebraic geometry-which is naturally formulated 
in terms of polynomials, ideals, varieties, morphisms etc.-into one of the 
languages of 3. I-3.4. 
The languages of 3.1-3.3 are sub-languages of our L. Thus the Corollary 
in Section 1.7 implies the results stated in sections 3.1-3.3 for the case of 
universal domains. 
3.1. The earliest results were those of A. Robinson [5] and [6] and 
A. Tarski [ZO] to the effect that: any statement of the first order predicate 
calculus true in one algebraically closed field of a given characteristic p is 
true in all such fields. It follows that no such statement can distinguish 
between fields of finite and infinite transcendence degree over the prime field. 
3.2. In [S] Scott and Tarski introduced a weak second order language 
which had variables over finite sequences from the ground field, and 
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announced the following: any weak second order sentence true in one 
universal domain of a given characteristic p is true in all such universal 
domains. It was hoped that this result would encompass all statements of 
algebraic geometry. Whether or not this is the case is hard to tell, but it 
is certainly true that the task of translating even the simplest statements 
about polynomials and ideals into this language is a formidable one. 
3.3. In Barwise [1] it was observed that the result mentioned in 3.2 
could be extended to any sentence of the language LU1,, . This was amplified 
in Feferman [2; p. 841 where it was shown that any formula A(r, *n. x,) 
of Ly in the language of fields is provably equivalent to a quantifier free 
formula in the theory of algebraically closed fields of characteristic p and 
infinite transcendence degree. 
3.4. A result in a different direction was that of Kochen [3]. He dealt 
with a finitary higher order language and showed: any “dual-invariant” 
statement rue in one uncountable algebraically closed field of characteristic p 
is true in all such. The definition of “dual-invariant” was semantic rather 
than syntactic; several methods of constructing such statements were 
discussed. 
3.5. In [9], A. Seidenberg has argued that Weil’s formulation of 
Lefschetz’s principle is actually weaker than what Lefschetz had in mind. 
The stronger principle may be stated (for p = 0) as follows: algebraic 
geometry over uny algebraically closed ground field of characteristic zero 
may be reduced to complex algebraic geometry. (See e.g. Lefschetz [JJ). 
This stronger principle, of course, holds for the language of 3.1. The problem 
remains open of proving this principle for a class of statements sufficiently 
large to reasonably be called “algebraic geometry over a groundfield of 
characteristic zero”, and yet not large enough to distinguish (as statements 
in our language can) between fields of different transcendence degree over 
the prime field. 
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